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I. B. Itkin 

THE LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF TOCHARIAN A 
MANUSCRIPT MAITREYAVADANA VY AKARA1YA * 

Despite the outstanding results that Tocharian studies 
have achieved in the l 00 years since they came into exis
tence, many key questions about the hi story, grammatical 
structure and functioning of the Tocharian languages re
main unanswered. This is hardly surprising, as we deal 
here with languages that vanished over 1,000 years ago 
and are known to us only through a few poorly preserved 
texts. It is, however, important to stress that in addition to 
lacunae that result from objectively insurmountable diffi
culties (the absence of certain roots, grammatical forms, 
the paucity and obscurity of the texts, etc.), one notes cer
tain omissions for which Tocharian scholars themselves 
arc, to a certain extent, responsible. The most serious ar
gument in favour of this view is the striking asymmetry 
between the study of Tocharian A and Tocharian B. By 
1955. P. Poucha had already published a thesaurus for the 
texts in Tocharian A [1]. Unfortunately, it is not free of 
technical and sometimes substantive errors, and is now 
somewhat outdated, remaining however an irreplaceable 
source of information on the grammar and lexicon of 
Eastern Tocharian. No corresponding work for Tochar
ian B exists. Also in 1955, W. Winter in his standard 
work demonstrated that various groups of texts in West
ern Tocharian display significant differences in graphics 
and phonetics that are most easily interpreted as dialecti
cal [2]. To the best of our knowledge. no one has con
ducted similar research on Tocharian A despite the fact 
that the body of Eastern Tocharian manuscripts, although 
smaller than that of Western Tocharian, is large enough. 
containing texts created over a period of several centuries 
to render dubious the tacitly accepted thesis of their lin
guistic uniformity. 

The present work aims to show that differences do exist 
between texts written in Tocharian A and should be consid
ered in deeming this or that fonn "standard", "rare", "anoma
lous", etc. The basic material for the study provide 
texts Nos. 219-242 from the Berlin collection [3]; they 
are fragments of a translation of the Sanskrit work 
Maitreyiivadiinav\'iikarwJa (henceforth, MA V), a large poetic 
composition dedicated to the Buddha Maitrcya. As our very 
preliminary examination of the entirety of Tocharian A texts 
shows, this manuscript contains perhaps the largest number 
of non-trivial linguistic oddities, sometimes unique, and 
sometimes shared by other manuscripts [4]. Unfortunately, 
the Tocharian translation of MA V has not been well pre
served. In a number of places it is difficult to understand, as 
we see from several mistakes in word division committed by 
E. Sieg and W. Siegling in their publication of the text [5]. 

The text has been of little interest to Tocharian schol
ars, and the literature treats MA Vin terms of its content ex
clusively [6]. (The brief description of the manuscript 
found in Ivanov lacks its linguistic characteri sties as 
well [7].) The present article aims to enumerate and analyse 
in detail all of the most important linguistic features of 
MA V that we were able to discover. They are divided, 
somewhat arbitrarily, into five sections - graphics, pho
netics. morphonology, morphology. and lexicon. Various 
statistic calculations arc based here on both Tocharian A 
texts, published by Sieg and Siegling in 1921, and on the 
manuscript of Maitreyasamiti-Nli{aka (henceforth, MSN) 
discovered in 1975 in the region of Yanqi in China and re
cently introduced in full into scholarly circulation thanks to 
the remarkable work of Ji Xianlin in collaboration with 
W. Winter and G.-J. Pinault [8]. 

Graphics 

l. High-frequency usage of signs for I and 1/. 
Manuscript MA V is distinguished only by one graphic 

feature, that is, by the frequent use of signs for the vowels I 
and 1/, much more often than is the average for Eastern 
Tocharian texts: approximately every seventh i and every 

third 11 is long. (It is all the more striking if one considers 
that in some manuscripts signs for I and ii are missing alto
gether.) This is a purely graphic feature: as we know, 
Tocharian A had no long-short opposition for narrow vow
els. Further, long and short i and 11 can be found in the same 

• This work was completed with the financial support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project No. 00-06-80068. 
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words, cf.. for example, kii.y.yl and kd.y.yi "teacher" in text 
No. 222. The varying usage of signs for long and short nar
row vowels may have been the result of different traditions 
among scribal schools or the individual preferences of 
scribes [9]. 

Manuscript MA V has no other clearly discernable 
graphic features, and we have to disagree with 
V. V. Ivanov, who remarks that texts Nos. 2I9-242 are 
"in the nature of their signs somewhat different than other 
manuscripts" [ l O]. 

Phonetics 

I. Fonns that contain lo1-. 
MA r' contains a number of forms that include the com

bination kw, cf. //// ·ls·[.y]kwiintuyo (219 a4), tri-lkwiir 
(222 b 3 ), ·fot··iilleiic (230 b 6 ), tiilot·iilune (23 7 a 3 ), 0·tiim
kwren1111 (239 al), skwd //// (242 b5). 

Unlike Tocharian 8, which has a number of words that 
regularly feature fol', not only does Tocharian A not have 
such words, it has not forms in which kl\" appears even spo
radically. Tocharian B words with /o1· are in Tocharian A 
matched by words with k, and, under the influence of 
the neighbouring k. the reflexes of proto-Toch. * d and *e 
are labialised, cf.. for example, Toch. B pikll"a/a (Norn. 
Acc. Pl. of pikul "year") 1 - Toch. A puklii < proto-Toch. 
*p'dlo1·d/ii; Toch. B pdssalot· "garland" - Toch. A psuk 
< proto-Toch. *pds.1·dlol';i; Toch. B lot•ef?1 (Acc. of ku 
"dog") - Toch. A kof?1 < proto-Toch. *lot·e11:J. 

In case of the disappearance of a labialised vowel. 
the remaining labialisation was depicted in writing with 
the "subscript 11": p,,kiil "year" < proto-Toch. *p';i/ot·;i/ 
(cf. Toch. B pikul); k,,rekiir "apartment on top of the house" 
< proto-Toch. *kll';irakiir;i, which is an early borrowing 
from ancient Indian kii{c/giira- (cf. Toch. B kwrakiir) [ 1 I]. 

One of the few Tocharian A words always used with 
kll' is the verb 1d/o1·- " 0", various forms of which appear 
more than once in Tocharian A texts (cf. 69 a4, bl, 321 a5, 
356 b 3, 449 b I). It is this verb that forms the abstract noun 
1iikwci/1111e. It would seem that we encounter here not the 
proto-Toch. *kw reflex, but the proto-Toch. *kdw reflex, 
where * d \\' can be a sutlix. cf. the same w in combination 
with other consonants at the end of such verb stems as 
katw- "laugh" or ma~v11·- "crush", as well as the spelling /oi· 
in forms of the word .\:ciku "headhair" (< proto-Toch. 
*k'clkdwV): Gen . . \:<lkwis, Abl. .\:ci!twd.y. 

All the rest of the cited forms arc not found outside 
of MA V. Unfortunately, only one of them allows for 
a sustainable interpretation: the compound tri-lkll"dr 
undoubtedly means "three times", and the second part is 
a borrowing from Toch. B l(v}kll"ar "time, occasion" -
a hypothetical accent variant of the usual ly<ikur. We 
note the Nam. Pl. lkmirwa (8 21 a6 ), which demonstrates 
the same depalatalisation of ly before k as in the Tochar
ian A form [I2]. 

All of the Tocharian A words that appear in other 
manuscripts with 11 arc regularly written in MA Vin the same 
fashion, cf.. e.g., the pronouns kuc "what" (Loe. k11caf?1 
221 b5 and others) and puk "all, every" (Abl. p11 kii~ 234 a3 
and others), the nouns k11/i "woman" (Loe. k11 /eyaf?1 222 a 7, 
239 a 5) and k11 1ia.\: "strife, quarrel" (238, 3), the adverb 

k11p<lr "deep" (229b1 ). Hence, not only the form /kwiir, but 
also at least several others of the enumerated forms are, 
probably, borrowings from Tocharian B. If this is the 
case, we can posit, without any particular surety though, the 
following conjecture for 230 b6: //// (s)kw(a)11iieiic cam 
puk manka11t tiirne[iiciif?1] "[they] make (?) him happy 
[and] free-him from all sins", where skll"aiiiieiic is the 
3 Pl. Pres. formed from the Tocharian B verb slot•ai1ii
(< Toch. B salov, Toch. A suk "(good) fortune, happiness"), 
usually translated as "be lucky, fortunate, happy". In our 
view, however, a transitive reading is also possible. In all 
other cases, the source of the borrowing could not be estab
lished even hypothetically. 

2. The spelling of ke11par (220 b7, 222 a2, b7). 
The adverb "falsely", consisting of the adjective 

kef?1 "false: reverse" and the clement -par, of somewhat 
unclear status and meaning, is found in MA V in the form 
ke11par and in other Tocharian A manuscripts only in the 
form kef?1par (cf. I I a5, 353 b5 and, possibly, 289 b3). 
This difference, in and of itself hardly significant, is impor
tant because Tocharian A allows for neither the combina
tion 11p nor f?1P within one word (one would expect 
mp). Hence, ke'!1 and -par are not root and suffix. but either 
parts of a compound or even of a combination of two 
independent words. We note the spelling with '?1 of the 
form kef?1-pdlkii11twd.y.y (227 /8 b7) Abl. Pl. of kef?1-pdlk 
"false thought, false doctrine (lit. 'false view')'' -
undoubtedly a compound phonetically close to ke'!1par. 
If so, the retention of the final 11 in the example, that 
is, its failure to transform into a nasalization of the preced
ing vowel conveyed by the sign qi, can be placed alongside 
a number of similar examples also from manuscript 
MAV, cf. the spelling krmkiin (221 b3, 7, 230 a5, 232 b4, 
236 a6, 240 a3) Acc. Sg. Masc. of kcisu "good", umpariiiin 
(229 b4) Acc. Sg. Masc. of umpar "bad", lyalymii=n 
(224 b3) 3 Sg. Pt. Caus. with EP 3 Sg. of !)'iim- "sit". 

Outside of this manuscript final 11 is found very rarely, 
cf., for example, wkii11 in place of wkdf?1 "manner, 
way" (429 b6). The majority of the other examples are not 
reliable. 

3. The spelling 11ii in place of ii. 
On several occasions in the manuscript we find a dou

bled 11 in place of the single, which is utterly uncharacteris
tic of Tocharian texts, cf. 01111i "male" (220 a4), kap.\:m111i 
"body" (221 a3), omiiske11iii [13) Nom. Pl. Masc. of 
omiiskef?1 "bad" (222 a 1 ), kldii111fok Nam. Pl. with the em
phatic particle -(ii)k from kle.\: "pain, affliction" (239 a2). 
The causes of this phenomenon are not clear. 

1 In the present article. the following abbreviations arc used: Ab!. - Ablative; Masc. - masculine gender; Acc. ---- Accusative; 
Nom. Nominative; Conj. Conjunctive; Opt -- Optative; EP - cnclitic pronoun; Perl. - Perlative; Gen. - Genitive; Pl. -- plural; 
Instr. - Instrumental; Pres. - Present; Imp. - Imperfect; Pt. - preterite; Caus. - Causative: Sg. - singular; Loe. - Locative. One 
should also note that in the grammatical descriptions of word forms singular nouns and active verbs do not receive special designation. 
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Morphonology 

I. The spellings ii.5yii(11) (225 b 7), [ii]rk(i).fo?_\'is (220 
b6), (iirki).fo~yis (231 a2), iirkifo.yyal!I (229 b6), nemi-~yiiq1 
(227/8 a I). 

All of the above-enumerated spellings show that 
the combination "palatalized consonant (.5, .y, also 11) + y" 
remained unchanged here, while in non-initial position they 
were usually transformed into C'C': in the case of .5 and 
~ only in the absence of a morphemic border, cf. nii.fr 
"lady" - Norn. Pl. niiH-ii11, po.yi "wall" - Perl. poH-ii, 
tsra.yi "energetic (person)" - tsra.y.)·-une "energy", but 
ka.)· "fathom" - Instr. ka.y-yo, in the case of n - even if 
a border is present, cf. kapfo1ii "body" - Instr. kapfoi-no 
(from {kap.foni-yo} ). 

Cases where y is retained after palatalized constants are 
very rare: in all known texts in Tocharian A we find only 
15 occurrences, including the only (1) example with ny -
kap.1'inya1!1 (430 b6). while the spelling .\:5, ~~· H 1i1i occurs 
more than 200 ( ! ) times. 

It is significant that all of the C'v spellings occur in 4 
manuscripts - Nos. 1-54, 89-143, 219-242 and 429-
435. They seem to reflect an earlier linguistic state. Even 
so, spellings of the type C'C' are relatively widespread 
in all of these manuscripts (with the exception of the 
last, where such forms are absent because of the scarcity of 
material). 

2. The spelling of pyiipyiin (220 b3). 
To the best of our knowledge no one has noticed the 

curious fact that the oblique stem of the word pyapi 
"flower" appears in Tocharian A texts in two fonns: pyiipy
and pyappy-. Moreover, these two forms are clearly divided 
among the manuscripts. cf., for example, the data received 
from a juxtaposition of manuscripts Nos. 1-54 and 55-
88: in the former we find the forms pyapyasyo (22 a3), 
pyiipyan (25 bl), p_1·iip_va-.yi (33 b2); in the latter 
pyappyasyo (58 a3, 63 b5), pyappya1i (68 a2), pyappya
·)·iniis (70 b2) and pyappya.W (77 a2). Since the purely 
graphical doubling of consonants before y is entirely un
characteristic of Tocharian A, the spelling ppy apparently 
reflects actual pronunciation (for example, the appearance 
of a soft heminate of the type [p'p'] in place of an original 
[pv]). If we do, in fact, see here the assimilation of y to 
a preceding consonant, the phenomenon should be in 
some fashion parallel to the C'y-C'C' transition 
described above. 

A comparative analysis shows that all four manu
scripts that allow the spelling C'y insist on the spelling pv. 
The reverse, however, does not hold; manuscripts 
Nos. 144-211 and MSN, where the spelling C'y is absent, 
also contain only forms with one p. Thus, the p_1•-ppv tran
sition was undoubtedly correlated with the C'y-C'C' tran
sition but "lagged" behind it: at the stage reflected by 
manuscripts Nos. 144-21 I and MSN, the second of these 
changes had already taken place, but not the first One 
cannot, of course, exclude the theoretical possibility that 
the absence of spellings with y in these manuscripts is 
simply a coincidence. In our view, however, this is 
unlikely, as we deal here with rather lengthy works: in the 
first of them, forms with C'C' in place of the earlier Ci• 

arc attested some 20 times in the second, more than 30 
times. 

3. The spellings kap.fonnii-.yi (220 a7), kapsanne 
(240al). 

In general, the writing of the oblique stem of the word 
kapfoni "body" with ii is "etymologically correct" and re
flects the regular a - ii alternation in the middle syllabic 
of three-syllable Tocharian A nouns cf. onkaliim "ele
phant" - Norn. Pl. onkiilmiin, tiipaki "mirror" - Gen. 
tiipiikyis, etc. But in the word kap5ani this alternation is 
added to a later shift of ii to i before 1in and nc [14], so the 
spellings that retain ii seem to be an even rarer archaism 
than the spellings with C'y in place of C'C': in addition to 
the two forms given above, there is only one another exam
ple - kap.fonnii.y (82 b5), while such forms as kap.5innis, 
kapsinno, kap.foiniin are attested in the texts no fewer than 
80 times. 

In this regard, the archaic nature of MA V is confirmed 
not only by the fact that two of the three examples with ii 
occur in this work, but primarily by the fact that in the 
manuscript Nos. 55-88, which contain the third example, 
we also find the form kap.5inno (56 b2), while spellings 
with i are wholly absent in MA V. 

4. The spellings lane (222 a2). kranc (230 b5, 242 a4). 
One can identify in Tocharian A a group of noun lex

emes - wiil (oblique stem - liint-) "king", puk (pant-) 
"all, every", kiisu (krant-) "good", iirki (iirkvant-) "white", 
ark- (arkant-) "black" - that form the Norn. Pl. (Masc.) by 
palatalizing the final -111 of the stem. The resultant final 
combination can be written in four ways: as -nc, -11.5, -qi.5 
and -.\:, cf.. for example. lane (222 a2) - /ans (74 a2) -
lii1?1.5 (IOI a4)- /iis (2 b3). As the usual result of palataliz
ing the group 111 is 1ic, spellings of the first type, which ap
parently go back to an even earlier *-nci, should 
be treated as the starting point. But such spellings - and 
only such spellings - are attested exclusively in MA V. In 
other Eastern Tocharian texts, where Norn. Pl. (Masc.) 
forms of the five lexemes cited above occur in total more 
than 50 times, there are no examples of retaining -nc. The 
"most similar" spelling is the hybrid form kranc'' (MSN, 
YQ-12 a7). 

Curiously, MAV records the reverse effect for inter
vocalic 1ic: the adverb "attentively; clearly" occurs twice 
in this work (226 b5. 230 a I) and both times in the form 
ii11eq1.5i; in other Tocharian A texts it is attested some 15 
times and only in the form ane1ici. 

5. The spellings piiciir, miiciir. 
The words piicar "father" and macar "mother", as well 

as their derivatives, arc in MA V usually written with ii in 
place of a, cf. paciir (220 b2), maciir (222 b6, 230 b4), 
piiciir-miiciir "parents" (223 b2), ~oma-piiciir "having the 
same father" (222 a6). The only deviation from this rule is 
the form miica[r]-p(ii)car (232 b6), distinguished also by 
the unusual order of parts within the compound. 

Although a confusion between a and ii is some
times found in Tocharian A texts, spellings with ii in the 
words piicar and miicar are not attested even once outside 
of MAV. 
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Morphology 

I. Use of the 3 Pl. Pres. and Conj. forms with -1-e. 
The most striking morphological characteristic of MA V 

is the frequent use of a .. truncated" 3 Pl. Pres. Conj. marker 
-1-e in place of the usual -iiicl-eiic. Forms without -iic are 
attested 16 times in MAV. cf. kumse (229 b6). tranki 
(227 /8 b7 bis). vpe (229 a2). lota1ikc (227 /8 b6. 7), Ike 
(232 al) Pres. of kam- "come", trank- "speak", ya- "do, 
make". lotk- .. tum. become", lak- "see" respectively; tsiikse 
(229 a I) Pres. Caus. of tsiik- "bum (tr.)"; karse (221 b4), 
ciimpe (229 b5), llike (226 b2, 227/8 b3) and te (229 b3), 
ra(m)e (226 b I), lance (221 b4 ), /otke (229 a4) Conj. of 
kars- "know". camp- "be able", nas- ''be", ya- "do, make", 
/ant- "go out". /otk- "tum. become" respectively; while 
forms with -11c appear only 19 times. Thus, the endings 
with and without -iic arc in MA V free variants of equal 
status, while in the remaining manuscripts of the Berlin col
lection 3 Pl. forms without -iic are found only 6-7 times 
(some examples are unreliable), cf. trailki (15 a4), winase 
(274 b 7). kwnse (302 a2) Pres. of trailk- "speak", winas
"honour", kiim- "come" and several others. and they do not 
occur at all in MSN. No one seems to have offered any ex
planation for these "truncated" 3 Pl. forms. Of course, the 
purely phonetic disappearance of a final -iic cannot be pos
sible in Tocharian A, cf. the numerous noun fonns such as 
liri1lc "heart", 1ikiiic "silvem", ma.~kitaiic "princess", etc. In 
our view. the most likely cause of this "truncation" are the 
forms of 3 Pl. Pres. Conj. with EP I Sg. =iii, for the disap
pearance of the final -iic was entirely regular before this 
particle. cf. piilkse=1ii (IOI b3, 5) Pres. Caus. of piilk
.. bum (Trans.). torture'', priinki=iii ( 115 a4) Pres. of priink
.. stay away: restrain oneself". tsiikse=iii (IOI b4) Pres. 
Caus. of tsiik- .. burn". take=1ii (66 a3, 215 a6) Conj. and 
tiiki=1ii (67 b2) Opt of nas- "be". Apparently, "truncated" 
variants of the 3 Pl. spread from the position before =iii to 
forms without enclitics. 

2. Use of the form te1ic - te in the 3 Pl. Conj. of the 
verb "be". 

Alongside the 3 Pl. Conj. form of the verb nas- "be" -
take(iic) - common to Eastern Tocharian, we find in MAV 
the form te1ic (226 a I, 229 b 3) - te (229 b 3 ). which is lack
ing in other manuscripts. The emergence of the variant 
should be seen as an entirely natural modification of 
3 Pl. Conj. form te(nc) of the existential verb caused, on 
the one hand, by the influence of the 3 Pl. Pres. and 3 Pl. 
Imp. forms 11e1ic and .yuic and, on the other, by the structure 
of the conjunctive sub-paradigm itself, other forms of 
which - I Sg. tam, 2 Sg. tat, etc. - do not contain k. 

3. The forms Gen. kap.foiiiie (240 a 1) and Acc. kap.fof!l 
(240 a3 ). 

The form kap.iiiiiiie Gen. of kap5aiii "body" (Norn. Pl. 
kap.viiiiiii1i) found in MAV is unique: in Tocharian A the 

Grammatical form MAV 

Norn. Sg. kap.l'aiii 

Acc. Sg. kapfom 

Gen. Sg. kap.friiiile 

Gen. Sg. ending -e is usual only for nouns with Norn. Pl. 
in -aii. but only animates, cf. .fomif!1 "girl" - Norn. 
Pl. .fominafi, Gen. Sg . .fomine, ~amaf!l "monk" - Norn. Pl. 
~amnaii, Gen. Sg . . yamne, onka/am "elephant" - Norn. Pl. 
oilkalmaii, Gen. Sg. onkalme, etc. In texts outside of 
MA V the Gen. of the word "body" is formed in accordance 
with the general rule - kapsifiiiis (59 bl, 243 a2, 244 b2, 
397 a3). 

Even more interesting is the form kap5af!1. This form, 
like the oft-attested usual form kapfoiii, is undoubtedly the 
Acc. Sg. of the noun "body" [ 15]. The form kapsa1!1 is at
tested in three different manuscripts and cannot be the re
sult of an error or slip of the pen. Nonetheless, works on 
Tocharian A grammar usually do not mention it at all. An 
exception is the dictionary by Van Windekens, who points 
out that kapfoiii and kapSaf!l are simply two equal morpho
logical variants of the Norn. Acc. Sg. of the word 
"body" [ 16], although this hypothesis can be accepted with 
some caution, as kapSaf!l appears exclusively as an Acc. 
(but not a Norn.) of this noun. In our view, the form kap5af!1 
is the only evidence of the fact that at an early stage of the 
development of Tocharian A some inanimate nouns re
tained a special form of the Acc. Sg. with a zero ending, as 
is found in Tocharian B. Moreover, an analysis of the cor
responding fragment of MSN (YQ-43 b4: kap5af!1 rake 
paltsakyo kasu skamat kakropu.y p.ytakiis " ... have always 
accumulated virtue with body, word, and mind ... " [17]) 
suggests that this form is an exact etymological equivalent 
of the Tocharian B form Acc. kektseii [ 18] (with Norn. 
kektsefie, which also corresponds regularly to Toch. A 
kapfoiii). In actuality, the expression kapSaf!l rake 
piiltsiikyo is undoubtedly a stable formula with the meaning 
"body and soul; by all means'', notably attested also for 
Tocharian B in the form kektseii reki palskosa [ 19]. The 
combination kap5arr1 ra (248 b4) before the break is almost 
certainly the beginning of this very construction. 

The use of Acc. kap.fof!l in MA V differs from the two 
examples noted above. The presence of the form kap5arr1 in 
an archaic Buddhist formula may have been determined by 
tradition and may not have corresponded to the actual lin
guistic usage of scribes. Even so, this interpretation is im
possible for MA V, as the form kap5af!1 appears there as an 
ordinary object: wina.~ kap.forr1 paltaf!l 1ikteniirr1 [20] "hon
ours the Buddha-god's body". 

Thus, if the form kap.foiilie is not an error, manuscript 
MA V shows traces of a morphologically and morpho
nologically non-trivial paradigm for the word "body" 
that is similar to the paradigm for animate nouns with 
a Norn. Pl. in -aii (Gen. Sg. in -e, Norn. Sg. "'Acc. Sg.) 
(see Table/). 

Table I 

"Standard" Tocharian A 

kap.\:aiii 

kapfoiii 

kap.iiiiiiis 
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Lexicon 

I. The use of emphatic particles. 
MA V differs noticeably from other manuscripts in its 

usage of emphatic particles. In Tocharian A this function 
is usually performed by the particles assi and ats. The 
first tends to appear after interrogative pronouns the sec
ond after all other words, although this tendency displays 
variation; cf., for example, kuss ats (9 a6 and others; 
kus - "who"), and katk assi (119 b4; kiilk - 3 Sg. Pt. 
of y- "go"). Also, we find the form atsek, which corre
sponds regularly to Toch. B. attsaik and is used exclu
sively in the phrase ~akk atsek (alongside ~akk ats) "cer
tainly. surely". 

In manuscript MA V, the particle a.1':.'i does not appear 
at all, while the particle ats (not counting the combination 
. ~akk ats) is encountered only twice (224 b6, 231 al); in 

their stead we find the particle atsaf!1, which is uncharacter
istic of "standard" Tocharian A: of the twelve occurrences 
of this particle, 8 come in texts Nos. 219-242 (222 a2, 
222 b6, 229 bl, 233 b2, 234 bl, 236 b2, 236 b7, 237 a5) 
and only four in all other Tocharian A texts (70 a4, 124a1, 
353 a3, 452 a2). It is telling that atsaf!1 does not occur at all 
in MSN. 

The particle atsek is used in MA V in accordance 
with the general rules, that is, only with ~akk, but in this 
manuscript we find four times (222 a5, 224 a6, 231 a3, 
236 a3), without a preceding ~akk, the similar particle 
iittsek, which is attested nowhere else. The combination tts, 
unusual for Tocharian A, suggests that it is a borrowing 
from Tocharian B attsaik (the contraction of diphthongs in 
Tocharian A occurs in borrowings of all periods) . 

Conclusion 

Without the support of extra-linguistic data - archaeo
logical, palaeographic, historical, etc. - our analysis of the 
linguistic peculiarities of Maitreyiivadiinavyiikara!Ja is 
hardly sufficient for sustainable conclusions about the 
relative chronology and dialectical division of Toch. A 
texts. Nonetheless, the following two circumstances 
suggest themselves. On the one hand, we find a number 
of specific features of MA V in the areas of morphology 
and especially morphonology - the spellings sy and F 
alongside .(\: and .~~" the retention of a single p in the 
oblique stem of the word "flower", the spelling with ii of 
the oblique stem of the word "body" and the use of 
this word in the special form kap.fof!I in the Acc. Sg., the 
relatively frequent examples of forms with final 11, the re
tention of iic in the Auslaut of the forms liiiic and kraiic. 

These can only be interpreted as archaisms, not attested in 
some cases in other Eastern Tocharian text. If this conclu
sion stands, we have reason to believe that manuscript 
MAV is one of the most ancient Eastern Tocharian 
Sprachreste. 

On the other hand, such phenomena as the widespread 
use of the 3 PL marker -1-e, the appearance of the 3 PL 
Conj. form te(nc) of the existential verb, and possibly the 
transformation of the general Eastern Tocharian adverb 
iine1ici "attentively; clearly" to iinef!1:.'i, should naturally 
be viewed as specific innovations. This suggests that the 
original text of the Maitreyiivadiinavyiikara!Ja was not only 
created earlier than other known Tocharian A texts, but on 
a slightly different dialectal basis. 
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